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Think Adventure
JETOUR believes that a vehicle goes beyond daily drives, reflecting your personality and lifestyle. 
T2 is also a reliable friend for new adventures and exploration.

As the first off-road vehicle of JETOUR, T2 is impressive with its 
robust design. Equipped with the advanced XWD system, strong 
Kunpeng power and the leading Snapdragon 8155 Smart Chip, T2 
delivers a remarkable driving experience.

We don’t recommend pushing T2 to extremes. Designed for daily 
off-road activities, T2 is not just about conquering the wild, but 
providing a sense of freedom..

As a reliable friend, T2 personifies Adventure. Life is an ongoing 
adventure: each path taken, every person met, and all sceneries 
encountered urge you to discover unexpected wonders.



More Bold, More Striking

Brilliant Design, Impressive T2

T2 is outstanding with its hardcore styling, classic design, and dynamic grille. 
The VHDL (Vertical and Horizontal Design Language) gives it a commanding 
presence. Its dynamic light-shadow grille merges toughness with softness. The 
straight-through tail lights stand out, adaptable to all harsh conditions. The 
rectangular steering wheel and robust handles showcase the beauty of 
strength.

With its dimensions of 4785×2006×1880 mm and a 2800mm extra-long wheel-
base, T2 offers exceptional legroom for driving comfort. With over fifty storage 
areas and a convertible second-row for a unique camping space, the thought-
fully designed interior delivers a roomy and versatile experience, standing out 
in its category.

We devote ourselves to every detail of T2. You would be definitely impressed 
with T2 stylish exterior and exquisite spacious interior. This perfect blend of 
elegance and power will truly impress you.



Excellence for Every Quest

Caring Protection, Peaceful Journey

Dynamic Power, Embrace Freedom

100+ eco-friendly materials boost anti-bacterial and odor-free standards, of-
fering a baby-safe cabin with CN95 filters. Relish the silence with multi-lay-
ered soundproof glass, perfect for undisturbed calls or rest, away from urban 
noise. Enjoy a 12-channel SONY top audio configuration for immersive 360 ° 
stereo surround sound. Also, 50W wireless fast-charging keeps your devices 
powered effortlessly.

Drive T2, enjoy peace of mind. Its body torsional stiffness of 31000Nm/deg 
means less deformation and more stability in impacts. Up to 80% high-strength 
steel in its composition helps disperse collision forces, reducing the risk of 
secondary injuries.

Kunpeng Power 2.0TGDI delivers T2 an output power of 187kW and a torque of 
390N.m, matched with Magna 7DCT for lower fuel consumption and stronger 
power.Savor the exhilarating speed and passion of every drive.

Adventure and delight have always been together. We recognize your 
attention to every detail, from eco-friendly materials to ultimate silence, 

premium sound systems and exceptional safety. That’s why we’ve never 
stopped striving to ensure every journey with T2 is filled with pleasure.

Every Journey, Begins with Joy
Kunpeng Power 2.0 TGDI

Steel cage body structure

Healthy cockpit
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Smart Control , 
Effortless Driving

Intelligent Driving, 
Safety Ensured

Intelligent Tech, Journey Enriched

JETOUR smartsese  technologaies

Focusing on the driver, T2 enhances every journey with intelligence, shifting from 
self-control to smart command. Even on bustling streets or rolling hills, intelligent 
tech ensures a smooth ride, enriching every view, every time.

Technology elevates T2 with the Qualcomm Snapdragon 
8155 Chip, boosting 8 trillion calculations per second from 
its 7nm process. The UI/UE interface delivers smooth opera-
tion, complemented by millisecond-responsive, full-scene 
intelligent voice control. The 15.6-inch central screen
ensures precise touch control and enriches movie viewing.

Intelligent driving ensures safety in T2. It features L2 driving 
assistance systems like FCW (Forward Collision Warning), 
LDW (Lane Departure Warning), BSD (Blind Spot Detection), 
and a suite of other functions, all ensuring a safe driving
experience. Moreover, equipped with 360° panoramic image 
and 180 ° transparent car bottom, T2 provides a comprehensive 
perspective for navigating obstacles with ease.

Snapdragon 8155 Smart Chip 540° Panoramic parking system

FCW forward collision warning system Autonomous Emergency Brake

Highway Driving
Assist

Lane Keeping Assist

Lane Following Assist Blind-spot collision-
Avoidance Assist

Smart Cruise Control
with Stop & go

Driver Attention Warning

High Beam Assist



XWD Enhances Off-Roading FunConquer More Terrains for More Views
We believe that off-roading isn’t just for the few, and T2 makes it accessible to 
many. Equipped with the XWD, it is ideal for off-road beginners. Featuring 
BorgWarner’s sixth-generation intelligent torque management and an intelligent 
limited slip differential lock, T2 supports switchable four-wheel drive modes, 
rear-wheel torque distribution, and intelligent power output, among other 
high-tech features.

The "6+X" driving mode includes "S Sport, N Standard, E Economy, Snow, Grass, 
Mud, Rock". Additionally, the special "X Mode" intelligently adapts to road condi-
tions to ensure the best driving status all the time.

The intelligent creeping mode in T2 navigates harsh terrain at a low speed to 
avoid slipping and getting stuck. With a 28° approach angle, 30° departure angle, 
220mm minimum ground clearance, and a 700mm wading depth, it ensures 
all-terrain capability.

Discover and conquer new places with T2. Seek out the new, explore urban 
treasures. Climb higher, cross further, and master the vastness of nature. 
Embrace varied road conditions on your travels and adventures. T2, with its 
four-wheel drive, is your partner in exploring the wonders of the world.

Intelligent torque manager

Capable of actively and timely transmitting 
torque from the front axle to the rear axle to 
achieve intelligent four-wheel drive function

Intelligent limited slip differential lock

Intelligent and real-time adjustment of torque 
between the left and right wheels of the rear 

axle to achieve "ultra strong four-wheel drive" 
while balancing sports performance

Approach angle: 39 °

Passing angle: 25 °
Departure angle: 33 °

High passability across all road conditions

Intelligent linkage 6+X driving mode

Intelligent crawling mode



Interior colorsBasic parameter

Vehicle colors Green&Orange

Brown Black&Red

Length 4785mm

Silver Snow

Sand

Highway Gray

Sun Orange

Misty Cyan

Lime Green

Night Black
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Life is an adventure.

The best encounters aren’t in familiar eyes but on unfamiliar roads.

Set out with T2,

Camping under the starry skies of the Arabian desert,

Fishing by the Amazon River,

Watching sunsets on the Kazakh steppes,

To Meet all unexpected beauty...

With six outdoor adventure modes, T2 leads a full exploration 
of new travel lifestyles.
Enjoy the fun, maximizing dopamine.


